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NOMENCLATURE 
X *, Y*, Z* Dimensional Cartesian coordinates 
X, Y, Z Non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates 
x, ~, z Stagnation region scaled Cartesian coordinates 
U*, V *, W * Dimensional Cartesian velocity components 
U, V, ~V Non-dimensional Cartesian velocity components 
u, v, w Stagnation region scaled Cartesian velocity components 
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p~ Free-stream flow value of density 
~~ Free-stream flow value of viscosity 
~, ~, ~ Dimensional, Non-dimensional, and Stagnation region Stream function, respectively 
S~, SZ, SZ Dimensional, Non-dimensional, and Stagnation region Vorticity, respectively 
()* Dimensional quantity 
Subscript 
T *, T, t Derivative with respect to time 
X *, X, x, ~ Derivative in the downstream coordinate 
Y*, Y, y, ~ Derivative in the coordinate normal to the surface 
Z*, Z, z, ~~ Derivative in the cross .stream coordinate 
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ABSTRACT 
The stability of stagnation point flow has long been recognized as an important problem in 
aerodynamic analysis. Boundary layer disturbances located near the stagnation line can have 
a significant effect on the overall properties of an airfoil. One example of current interest is the 
analysis of unsteady multi-phase stagnation flows for application to problems involving aircraft 
icing. In this study, numerical methods which can be used to address the stability and non-
parallel unsteady development of such stagnation point problems are investigated for linearized 
single phase aerodynamic flows using both two-dimensional and three-dimensional methods. 
A streamfunction-vorticity formulation is evaluated for two-dimensional linearized stagnation 
flows. In addition, a primitive variable formulation is developed for three-dimensional linearized 
stagnation flows. The two methods are tested for grid refinement, and results obtained using 
the three-dimensional method are compared with those from the two-dimensional method. 
As expected, it is found that three-dimensional disturbances decay at a faster rate than two-
dimensional ones. 
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CHAPTER ~ 1. INTRODUCTION 
The stability of stagnation point flow has long been recognized as an important problem 
in aerodynamic analysis. Boundaxy layer disturbances located near the stagnation line can 
have a significant efFect on the overall properties of an airfoil. Boundary layer instabilities and 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be caused if instabilities located in the stagnation 
region grow rather than decay in time. An example of current interest is the analysis of 
unsteady multi-phase stagnation flows for application to problems involving aircraft icing. 
The initial work done in boundary layer analysis can be traced back to Prandtl's formulation 
of the laminar boundaxy layer on a flat plate in a uniform flow in .1904. The resulting equation 
was solved in 1908. by H. Blasius [4] in his doctoral thesis. The solution to this problem of 
flow against an infinite flat plate was originally presented by K. Hiemenz [21], and can now 
be found in most graduate viscous fluids textbooks such as those of Schlichting [39] or White 
[50~. However, this solution is steady in nature, so a stability analysis of this flow based solely 
on the original Hiemenz solution is not possible. 
Gortler [16] first presented the theory that two-dimensional stagnation point flow may 
be unstable. The instability described by Gortler was first noticed and studied by Taylor 
[43], in 1923, for Couette motion and later by Gortler [15] in 1940 for boundaxy-layer flow on a 
concave wall. Suspecting the secondary vortices were caused by centrifugal instabilities, Gortler 
considered the linearized disturbance equations -and Hammerlin [20] studied these equations 
in more detail. However, Hammerlin was unable to obtain a unique eigenvalue, as would be 
expected.. 
Kestin .and Wood [26] extended this formulation to the two-dimensional stagnation region 
on a cylinder or atwo-dimensional blunt body of finite curvature. The authors extended the 
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work of Gortler and Hammerlin by developing the relevant flow equations which retain the 
length .scale imposed by the finite dimension of the cylinder. This was proposed in an effort to 
correct the difficulty of Hammerlin in obtaining a unique eigenvalue. 
However, Wilson and Gladwell '[52] argue that the solution given by Kestin and Wood is 
incorrect and that the actual solution is more simple in nature. Wilson and Gladwell argue 
that the equations derived by Gortler and Hammerlin lead to a unique solution if the bound-
ary conditions are formulated correctly and that boundary curvature is irrelevant. Wilson and 
Gladwell propose .that the boundary conditions imposed by Gortler and Hammerlin, requir-
ing the perturbation to decay algebraically, results in a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues 
rather than a unique eigenvalue. The suggested correction is to require that any perturbation 
originating in the viscous region must decay exponentially fast far upstream. 
Lyell and Huerre [29] show that the stagnation region flow can be destabilized by finite 
amplitude fluctuations using a Galerkin procedure. These .authors found that Gortler type 
disturbances always decay and that the stagnation point flow is stable to all infinitesimal 
disturbances. They also suggest that Wilson and Gladwell calculated the least-damped mode 
of an infinite number of modes. 
Spalart [40] considered both the linearized and the nonlinear stability problem and found 
that disturbances decay in time and approach the Gortler structure. He could not find any 
finite-amplitude instabilities and suggests that the results found by Lyell and Huerre were due 
to the truncation of the Galerkin procedure which was employed. 
Hall, Malik and Poll [18] also extended the work of Wilson and Gladwell to include the 
effect of crossflow as well as the effect of suction or blowing at the wall. These, authors show 
that the stagnation region flow can be destabilized with a .sufficiently large crossflow. Also, 
suction and blowing have the effect of stabilizing or destabilizing the flow, respectively. Hall 
and Malik further extended their work using a weakly nonlinear formulation and numerical 
solution for three-dimensional flow [19] . 
Lasseigne and Jackson [27] consider the stability of two dimensional stagnation flow to 
density variations for stagnation flows with varying impact angle. The impact angle is the 
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angle made by the stagnation streamline as it intersects with the body surface. Specifically, 
they .suggest that density variations can have significant effect on the flow structure and its 
linear stability. Also, the authors note that for the linear stability problem a scaling can be 
defined which will eliminate the nonorthogonal impact angle of the incoming flow, so that the 
stability problem is identical for orthogonal and nonorthogonal flows. 
Brattkus and Davis [7] considers a much wider group of disturbances. They conclude that 
any disturbance with vorticity that grows no more than algebraically downstream is linearly 
stable and that the .self-similar Gortler disturbance is the least .stable of this group. The linear 
instability for the more general attachment-line boundary-layer flow has also been investigated 
by Lin and Malik, [28] and Theofilis et al. [47] . 
The problem has also been address using direct numerical simulation (DNS) . However, 
Spalart, who was .the first to present athree-dimensional DNS for stagnation region flow, was 
not able to reproduce instabilities predicted by Hall and Malik. Using atwo-dimensional DNS 
code, Theofilis [46] also could not find Hall and Maliks solution. Asub-critical instability has 
only been numerically observed by Joslin [25], who presented results of a DNS with a spatial 
treatment of the span-wise direction. 
A numerical study of solution methods for the linearized equations of motion of .air in the 
stagnation region is performed here in anticipation of completing a study of the stability of this 
region, and eventually coupling this solution to a more complex multi-phase stability calcula-
tion for aircraft icing applications. Simulation of the full linearized equations of motion has 
not been completely addressed by other researchers and is a valuable tool for understanding 
the stability of the ;stagnation region flow. Two numerical methods are developed for the solu-
tion of these equations: an implicit two-dimensional streamfunction-vorticity .method and an 
explicit three-dimensional primitive variable method.. Both algorithms are successfully tested 
for grid refinement. The three-dimensional method is cross-checked with the two-dimensional 
method and is found to give the same results. The results obtained using these methods are 
in broad agreement with known results from the literature. The perturbations decay in time, 
are stretched by the base flow and move downstream. 
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CHAPTER 2. STAGNATION FLOW 
2.1 General Governing Equations 
.The equations governing flow past a body, such as an airfoil, are the full incompressible 3D 
Navier-Stokes equations with no body forces 
aU~ av* aw* _ ~ 
axe ~ aV~ ~ az* 
aU* -+- U* ax* + V* aY* -I- 
aV * -I- U* a * -E- V * aY~ --E-
* aU* 1 aP* + ~ (~2 U* ) az ~ _ — p* ax ~ p* 
* az* — — 
1 
aY* ~ ~* (o2V*) P   P 
aw* * aw* * aw* * aw* ~ aP~ 
aT* ~ U ax* ~ V ate* ~ W az~ _ — p* az~ ~ p (~2W *) 
(2.1) 
where all ()* quantities are dimensional values. These equations can be non-dimensionalized 
using 
and may be rewritten as 
(X~ ~'~ Z, 7') = L (X* ~ V*~ Z*~ VAT*) 
P = P* P~ p~ V~ 
(p~ ~) = P 
aU aV aw 
ax~aV~az=~ 
+ U~ + V aY + W~ = —~ + Re-1 (~2 U~ 
Ta  + U aX + V Ya  + W Za  = — Ya  + Re-1 (~2V) 
+ U ax + V aY + W ~ — — za  + Re-1 (~2W) 
where the Reynolds number is defined to be 
Re = p°°V°°L
µ~ 
(22) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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stagnation=p~oinz 
Re 
RC - 112 
bc~ undary-lay ~r 
airfoil 
Figure 2.1 Stagnation Flow On An Airfoil. 
2.2 Stagnation Region Scaling 
In order to limit the analysis to the stagnation region an additional scaling is required. 
Consider the flow past an airfoil, as shown in Figure (2.1), where the boundary layer thickness 
is Re-1~2. Scaling the spatial coordinates and time (t = T) to limit the domain to the boundary 
layer thickness (and the velocity components and pressure field) gives 
(x~ ~J~ z) = Re1~2 ~X ~ ~ ; Z) 
(2.5) 
(u, v, w, p) = Re1~2 (U, V, W, Re1~2P) + ... 
This rescaling removes the Reynolds number dependence from the equations, and leaves a 
general problem which describes flow as shown in Figure (22). 
2Gx -{- 21y -}- 2Uz = o 
u~ + uux + vuy + wuz = —px + uxx ~ uyy + uzz 
vt -~- uvx -I- vvy -~- wvz = —py ~ vxx -I- vyy -I- vzz 
wt + uwx + vwy + wwz = —.~z + wxx + wyy ~" wzz 
-- --_-~-
t 
~`~ -=-~_ ~, 
'-~~ - ,~ - 
i 
~~ 
i` 
f~ ~U,U,t13 
~d~.l'~'f31~ ~~ l:c""~:~ 
X, 
~~c~ -:I 72 
Figure 2.2 Resealed Stagnation ,Flow Problem. 
(2.6) 
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CHAPTER 3. TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
To analyze two-dimensional flow, it is convenient to consider a.streamfunction-vorticity for-
mulation which will remove the pressure field from~:the equations. Considering two-dimensional 
stagnation line flow, the governing equations reduce to the following 2D form 
u x -I- vy = 0 
ut -}- uux -~- vuy = —px ~- uxx -}- uyy (3.1) 
vt + uvx + vvy = - .py + vxx + vyy 
The vorticity transport equation can be obtained by taking the derivative of the x-momentum 
equation with respect to y and subtracting the derivative of the y-momentum equation with 
respect to x as follows 
a a (ut -{- uux -~ vuy = —.px -~- uxx -~- uyy) —~~ ~x 
Simplifying this equation yields 
v -~ 762I~ -~ ~1vy = -xly ~- 41xx - I-  41yy ~ ~3.2~ 
~2Gy - 4Jy~t + 2L ~26y - 4Jy~~ + 11 ~2Gy - 4Jy~~ + ~2Gx -~ 'Uy~ l u y - vy~ 
— ~—px~ + pyx~ + `uy - v~~~~ + `u y - vx~yy 
The streamfunction, ~, and vorticity, S2, are defined to be 
~~=u 
— fix = v 
26y - 41x = y~2x + 4'yy 
It is important to note that these non-dimensional quantities can be related to their corre-
sponding dimensional quantities by 
(3.3) 
~* _  SZ*L 
Re-1V~L ~ ~ ~ - Re-1 V~ 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Using the continuity equation and definitions for ~ and SZ gives the vorticity transport equation 
~t + ~f'y ~x — ~f'~ ~y — ~xx + ~~~J (3.6) 
3.1 Streamfunction - Vorticity Approach 
The linearized streamfunction in a stagnation .flow takes the form 
z/~ (x, y, t) = Ax f (y) + e~ (x, y, t) (3.7) 
where ~ is an unsteady perturbation streamfunction scaled by a small (« O (1)) e and A is 
the stagnation flow constant (i.e. inviscid solution is ~ = Axy). With ~i/~ defined this way, S2 is 
~ (~, ~, t) = Ax f „~~) + ~~xx (~, ~, t~ + ~~Gyy ~x, ~, t) = Ax,~„~~) +psi (3.$) 
where S2 is an unsteady perturbation vorticity value. Substituting these expressions into the 
vorticity transport equation yields 
eSZt + (Ax f' + ~~y) (Af" + eS2x) — (A f +si x) (Ax f ~" -I- s52y) 
(3.9) 
Expanding this equation gives 
(A~~~~~~ _ Ax f f ~~~) + ~ SZt + Ax f'SZx + A~~~~y 
_ A~~~ _ A~~~~~~x _.~._ ~2 ~~~x — ~x~y 
3.1.1 Leading Order Solution 
The leading order problem of (3.10) reduces to the typical Hiemenz equation 
~' ~" — ~ 
iii = ~ [4] 
(3.io) 
(3.11) 
with the boundary conditions based upon the physical requirement of the no .slip condition at 
the body surface and the requirement that the viscous velocity field needs to match with the 
inviscid solution as ~ -~ oo. 
(3.12) 
2~ ~~~ 00~ — `Qxf~ l~~ — uinviscid lx~ ~~ - A~ ~ ,f ~ ~00~ = 1 
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Substituting f' f" = I ~f2~2 I ~ and f f"' _ (f f")' — f' f" into the equation results in 
\ / 
C  / 
and integrating with respect to y yields 
1~~~2 _ f ~.0 = f eu + ~ (~J) 
To solve for c (y), consider the inviscid limit of the Hiemenz flow as y ~ o0 
y ~ oo ~ (.f,.f~~ ,f~~~ ~ ~A~J~~~~) X3.15) 
In this case, it is easy to see that c (y) = A2. This yields a third order ordinary differential 
equation for f 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
f ~~~ + A2 + f f~~ _ ~.~~~ 2 = 0 (3.16) 
The solution of this equation would be dependent upon the value of the stagnation flow con-
stant, A. In order to solve a more general form of this equation where the dependence on A 
has been removed, look for a transformation for y and f as follows: yB = r~ and f = CF. In 
this case, the chain rule gives y = Sy S,~ = B ~. Rewriting the equation gives 
CB3F"' -}- A2 -}- C2B2FF" — B2C2 (F')~2 = 0 
To retain all terms 
B = A1/2 
C = A1/2 
~ - ( 1q-1/2) ~ 
f = + A1~2~ F 
This results in the Hiemenz equation 
with boundary conditions as 
(3.20) 
(321) 
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3.1,2 Unsteady Perturbation Flow 
The first order perturbation at O (e) in (3.10) gives 
~t + Ax f ~SZx + A~~~~~ _ A, f SZ~ — Ax, f ~~~~j,x — ~xx ~. ~yy (3.22) 
The solution of this equation can be used to assess the stability of the Hiemenz flow to an 
unsteady perturbation. 
The variables (x, y) and f are transformed as before so that all terms match the leading 
order terms computed above for the Hiemenz solution, i.e. 
l 
f = ~A1~2) F 
and substitute transformations for the other variables 
(t~ S2~ ~) = (dT, eSl~ 9~~ 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Substituting these variables into equation (3.22) and the Poisson equation relating streamfunc-
tion, ~, and vorticity, 52, yields 
dSZT + A2e~F,~SZ~ + A3gF,~,~~,~ — A2eFS2,~ — A3g~F~~~~~ = AeSt~~ + AeSZ~,~ 
(325) 
eSZ = Ag~~~ + Ag~n,~ 
Next, take (d, e, g) = (A-2, A-2, A-3~. The final transformations axe given by 
(~~ ~J~ .f) ^' A-1~2 ~~~ ~l ~ AF') (3.26) 
The perturbation equations reduce to 
StT +. ~F~~~ + F~~r~~ — FS2~n — ~F'~r~~~~ = A-1 ~~~~ + ~~~n~ (3.27) 
Unfortunately, the .stagnation constant, A, cannot be removed. Since the main interest is to 
evaluate the behavior of the numerical methods, we will arbitrarily set A = 1. The final system 
of equations is then given by 
(328) 
~ - ~~~ + ~~n~n 
The higher order terms at O (e2~, are considered negligible and are ignored. 
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3.1.3 Numerical Solution of the Perturbation Flow 
(3.29) 
An implicit Crank-Nicholson method is used for the numerical solution of these equations, 
with apseudo-time term, T, added to each equation 
52T + S2T = 52~~ + 52,~,~ — ~F,~S2~ — F',~,~~,~ + FS2.~ + ~F'~~,~~~ 
(3.30) 
The pseudo-time term is used to stabilize the iteration within each physical time step. Central 
differencing (3.30) yields a tri-diagonal system of equations which can be written in matrix 
form as 
n-I-1 
(OT + ~T + 0 2 + 0  2 ( ) ( ~) ( ~) 
1 
Fn Fn 
(0 ~)2 + 2(0 ~) 2(0 ~) 
_12 + 
(0 ~) 
0 
2SZg,j 2SZn 
(OZ,) 
-{- 
(0  
--~ 
n n 
Fn ~i-~-1, j —~i-1 ~j 
~~~ i, j ~ 2 (0 ~) 
—1 
(O~I)2 - 
0 
(+~) _( ~) Z~j 
Fn ~n 
+ ~(  2(0 ~) 
- i-1 ~j 
n-I-1 
Y' - i,j-1 
—~2 
(0 r1) 
0 
~ +1 ~j 
—2~ n
j + ~  1,9 +. ~2 j-f-1—Z~i,j+~i,j-1 
(0 ~)2 (0 ~l)~ 
2~9 j 
(OT) 
~~ i,j 2(0 rl) 
0 
with the boundary conditions 
rj=0~ 
~ —~ 00 ~ 
~{~, o) = o ~ ~z,1= o 
0 
—~2 
n-I-1 
- i-}-1, j 
n-I-1 
~ -}-1,j ~i-1,j 
z, j 2(0 ~) 
~n —fin 
(~n ) i,j-I-1 i,j-1 
i,j 2(L~r~) 
~ G(~~ ~) ~f'?~~ (~~ ~) ~ a GZ~l = 
~i,2— Q i,~1-~~i3O = ~i,Q ~ i3O = Q 2 ~2,2 ~ ~ ~ 
,, r. 
> > ~~ (~, DD) = 0 ~ 
`~i n Q i n-1  = O ~ 
~2,7L = ~Z,rt-1 
~-
(3.31) 
~i,n-f-1-2 ~i,n~'~i,n-1 _ -2 ~i,n~"'2~i,n-1 
0~2 ~ ~i,n — 0~2 
(3.32) 
and 
or in vector form 
11 
~—~oo~ 
0 
2 
0~~'~z,2 
~2, j 
~2, j 
3.1.4 Solution using a block tri-diagonal algorithm 
The system, (3_..31), can be written in the form 
A z ~j ~i,j -1 + B Z ~j ~i ~j + c2 ~j ~i, j -f-1 = D z ~j 
0 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35} 
and the solution to this problem can be obtained with a block tri-diagonal system inversion 
algorithm. Inverting the system in the ~ direction for an entire line at a ~ =constant value 
can be accomplished as follows. 
There are n unknowns in the vector f 2, j . A2, j , BZ, j and C2, j are n x n matrices; and f Z, j 
and DZ,j are n x 1 matrices. In this case 
Assume a linear recursive solution 
Combining gives 
S2 
~z, j — 
- i, j 
fi, j — R z ~j ~i, j -1 + S z ~j 
~i,j+~ — RZ~j-1-1~i,j + "~Z~j-~1 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
-i,j~i,j-1 + Bi,j~i,j + C z~j (-Rz,j+1 ~i~j + S z~j+1 ) — D Z~j (3.38) 
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~i,j — ~B i,j +'~'i,~R Z~~+1=~-̀1  Ai,,j~i,j-1 + ~8 2~~ + c z~~ R2~~+~~ —~Z~~S2~~+1 ~ D2~~~ (3.39) 
Therefore 
R2,~ - [1> 2,j -{- C; 2 ~j R z ~j + 1  J -1  A z,j 
SZ ~j - L-Bz ~j + ~' z ~j R z, j _.}_ 1 ] 
-1 r 
~' z ~j's z ~j + 1  ~ D z ~.7 J 
This will allow for the solution, of R2,~ and 5 2,E for j = n — 1 —~ j = 1 if RZ,n and Si,n 
known. In order to .,find RZ,n and SZ,n, consider the upper boundary conditions 
-1 -1 
~Z,n - - a i b z J i,n - 1 ~" a 2 Ci 
~i,n = -~i,n~i,n-1 + Si,n 
Therefore, the top recursion relations are 
Ri,n = — a2 1 bi 
SZ,n = a2 1 ci 
(3.40) 
.are 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Now, the values for Ri,~ and SZ,~ can be calculated. These equations can be used to calculate the 
entire f 2,~ vector if f2,1 is_ known. In order to find f2,1, consider the lower boundary conditions 
combined with the relation 
yielding the equation 
ai ~i,1 + b2 ~i, 2 = Ci 
~i,2 = Ri,2,f i,1 +~ Si,2 
.. -1 ,. 
f 2,1 = a2 - I-  bZR2,2 c2 - bZ,S2,2 
The solution for the entire f 2,~ vector can then be found from 
~2 ~j - R Z,j z ~j -1  ~ s z ~j 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
(3,46) 
(Note: f 2+1,~ and ,f z_1,~ are considered as "known" values and are added to the DZ,~ matrix, 
and f 2+1,~ is "lagged" in pseudo-time. ) 
Inverting the system in the other direction, in the ~ direction, for an entire line at an 
~ =constant value can be accomplished as follows. The system, (3.31), can be written in the 
form 
Az,~ J z-1 ~.~ ~ B z~j ~Z~j ~ c z~j J z+1,j _ .Dz~j (3.47) 
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There are m unknowns in the vector f 2, j . AZ, j , BZ, j and C2, j are m x m matrices; and f Z, j 
and DZ, j are m x 1 matrices. Again, in this case 
SZ 
(3.48) 
2,,~ 
Assume a linear recursive solution: 
Combining 
~i, j - R Z ~j ~i -1  ~j + S z ~j 
~2-{-1 ~j - R z+1 ~j ~Z~j + ~z+1~j 
(3.49) 
`42~j ~i-1 ~j + B z~j ~i, j + cz~j (RZ+1,j ~2, j -}- 's2+l,j) - D z~j (3.50) 
C.Bz,j -{- C z~j R z~-1,j) ~Z~j - A z~j ~2-l~j + ( ~'z~j'S Z+~~j + D Z~j) (3.51) 
~i, j - ~Bi, j + ~~jR2~ 1 ~j~ -1  A Z~j~2-l~j + [-BZ~j + ~'z~jR z+1 ~j~ -1  ~- CZ~jSz+1 ,j + DZ~j~ (3.52) 
Therefore 
RZ = - [D2 -+- CZ RZ+1 J -1  A z S z = LB Z ~ C Z R z+1 J -1  L_ C Z S z+~ - I-  DZ ] (3.53) ~j ~j ~j ~j ~j ~~ ~j ~j ~j ~j ~j ~j 
This will allow for the solution of RZ, j and S2, j for i = m — 1 —~ _ 1 if R„2, j and 5,-12, j are 
known. In order to find R,-,-L, j and 5,-12, j , the right boundary conditions are used 
aj ~m,j + bj ~m-1,j = Cj 
~-~ —1 ~ (3.54) ~m,j - - aj bj ~m-1,j + aj Cj 
~m,j - -Rm,j~i-1,n  + S m~j 
Therefore, the right recursion relations are. 
Rm = -a -1b 
~ '~ ~ ~ (3.55) 
_ _~~ 
S m~j - a j Cj 
Now:, the values for Ri, j and S2,j can be calculated. These equations can be used to calculate 
the entire , f 2, j vector if f 1, j  is known. In order to find f ~, j , the lower boundary conditions are 
used 
aj~l,j + bj~2,j = Cj (3.56) 
combined- with the :relation 
yielding the equation 
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,. -1 ,. 
~ .f 1,~ — a~ ~ b~ R2 ~~ c~ b~ S2 ~~ 
The solution for the entire , f Z,~ vector can then be found as 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(Note: f 2,~ ~~ and f Z,~ —1 are considered as "known" values and are added to the D2,~ matrix 
and f 2,~_.{._1 1S "lagged" in pseudo-time.) 
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CHAPTER 4. THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
To analyze athree-dimensional .stagnation point -flow, take the non-dimensionalized incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations after the removal of the dependence on Reynolds number 
ux -~ v~ -}- wz = 0 
ut --I- uu~ -I- vuy -}- wuz = —px -I- uxx -f- u~~ -I- uzz 
vt ~- uvx --f- vv~ -I- wvz = —py ~ vxx --~ vyy -~- vzz 
wt -~- uwx -I- vwy -I- wwz = —pz -I- wxx -E- wyy -~ wzz 
4.1 Unsteady Primitive Variable Approach 
A perturbation from the steady solution is assumed to take the following form 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where the h superscript denotes the steady Hiemenz solution. Substituting these into (4.1) 
and separating the equations .into specific orders of magnitudes ,yields the following systems of 
equations. 
At O (1): 
Uh -}- V h = 0 
Ut + UhUh + Vh~h + Wh,Uz _ - ~h +. jJ ~ -}- U ~ 
V h -{- UhV h -~- V hV h -}- W hV h = —Py -I- V ~ -}- ~ y 
Wh -}- .UhW h -~- Vhyvh -.~ yvhWh = — ph -{- W x -}- W~~ 
(4.3) 
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and at O (~eiQZ 
icx -I- vy --E- i~w = 0 
ict -F- Uh2cx -~ Uhu -}- V hicy -I- Uhv -{- 2,C3W hu -~- Uhw = —px -i- uxx ~- uyy — ~32u 
vt -E-- Uhvx -}- V hu --~- jT hvy -~-- V by -~ 2,QYTT by -~ V hw = — py -}- vxx -f- vyy — ,~2v 
wt -~ Uhwx -}- W hu -}- jT hwy -~ yvhv -}- i~3W hw -~ W hw = —i~p ~ wxx -}- wyy — ,C32w 
Higher order terms are considered to be negligible and are ignored. 
4.1.1 Leading Order Solution 
The equations governing the leading order flow are given by 
Ux --~- V h = 0 
Uh Uh -~- V ~ Uh -{- W h Uh = — p~ -{- U x -{- U y 
UhV h -I- V hV h -I- W hV h P y -I- V x -I- V y
UhWh -~ 
VhWh 
-I- 
WhWh 
= 
—Ph 
-~ W x -~ Wyy 
The solution of this problem is taken to be the typical Hiemenz solution 
~h = Ax, f (J) 
Uh, V h, W h = (Ax f ~ (~) ~ —A.f (~) ~ ~) 
Since W h = 0, the equations given in the system above, (4.5), become 
Ux-I-Vh =O 
UhUh+VhUh — —Ph+Uxx +U yy 
UhV h -~- V hV h— P y -}- V x -}- V y 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
which are easily recognizable as the typical steady 2D non-dimensionalized incompressible 
Navier-.Stokes equations after the dependence upon Reynolds number has been removed. These 
can easily be shown to hold when the Hiemenz solution above is inserted. 
mom (4.7), the pressure field is found to be 
where Po is the' pressure at the stagnation point. This equation is confirmed by substitution 
into the pressure Poisson equation found when combining .the derivative of the x-momentum 
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equation with respect to x, with the derivative of the y-momentum equation with respect to 
y, from (4.7) 
(4.9) 
4.1.2 Unsteady Perturbation Flow 
The equations governing the first order unsteady three-dimensional perturbation problem 
are given by 
icx -E- vy -}- i,C3w = 0 
ut +Uhux + ~x u + V  huy + Uy v + Z~~hu + Uz w = —.px + 26xx -{- 2Gyy — ~22G 
vt - I-  Uhux - I-  V hu - I-  V hvy - f- V by - I-  z~W by ~ ~ hw = —~y ~ vxx - f-  vyy — ~2v y 
wt ~ Uhwx ~ W hu ~ V hwy ~ W by ~ 2~3W hw ~ W hw = — Z~p ~ wxx --{- wyy — ,~2w 
(4.10) 
Solution of these equations will a11ow analysis of the stability of unsteady perturbations to 
basic steady Hiemenz flow. As above, the Hiemenz flow is defined by 
~h = A~ f ~~J) 
(4.11) 
~Uh,Vh,W~) _ (Ax.f~ ~ —Af ~~) ~ ~) 
When substituting these expressions for the leading order steady flow values, the equations 
(4.10) become 
icx -}- vy -~ i,C~w = 0 
ict -I- Ax f'icx -E- A f'ic — A f icy ~-- A~f"v = —px .-~- icx~ -}- icyy — ~32u 
vt -{- Ax f'vx — A f vy — A f'v = — p y -}- vxx -}- vyy — ,Q2v 
wt -}- Ax f'w~ — A f wy = —zip -}- wxx -I- wyy — ,~32w 
Based on the 2D formulation., it is expected that (x, g, z) and f need to be transformed as 
before 
(x, z) _ (A-121 (S, ~7, ~) l 
f = ~A1~2 I F i 
Unknown transformations axe used for the other variables 
(t, ic, v, w, p) _ (eT, gu, hv, j w, lip) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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Substituting these variables into equation (4.12) yields 
gA1~2u~ + hA1~2v,~ + jA1~2i/3w = 0 
~u~ + gA2~F'ug + gA2F'u — gA2Fu,~ + hA2~F"v = —kA1~2p~ + gA (u~~ + u,~~ — ~32u) 
evt ~- hA2~F~v~ — hA2Fv~ — hA2F~v = —kA1~2p~ -~ hA ~v~~ -}- v~~ — 132v~ 
ewt + jA2~F'w~ — jA2Fw.~ = —kAl~2i,6p + jA (w~~ -~ w,~,~ — /32w~ 
(4.15) 
Take (e, g, h, j,1~) = A-2, A-2, A-2, A-2, A-1~2 . Therefore, the transformations are given as 
(f, t) ~ Al  ~2F, A 2T 
(u~ v, w, p) ^~ A-2 u, v, w, A3~2p 
The equations reduce to 
(4.16) 
u~ -I- v,~ -i- i,C3w = 0 
ut -}- ~F'u~ --~ F'u — Fu,~ -}- ~F"v — —p~ _-~-_ A-1 (u~~ 
+ 
u~~ 
_ ~2u) 
(4.17) 
wt -I- ~F''w~ — F'w,~ _ —zip -I- A-1 (w~~ -}- w,~,~ — ~2w) 
As was the case with the two-dimensional problem, the stagnation constant, A, cannot be 
removed. Therefore to simplify the analysis, A is set to 1. The.--final system of equations is 
u~ -}- v~ -}- i~3w = 0 
ut -I- ~F'u~ -~- F'u — Fu,~ -I- ~F"v = —p~ -+- (u~~ -I- u,~,~ — ,C32u) 
(4.1.8) 
vt -}- ~F'v~ — Fv,~ — F'v = —p,~ -F- (v~~ -}- v,~,~ — ,C32v) 
wt -}- ~F'w~ — Fw,~ _ —Z,C3p -F- (w~~ -I- w,~,~ — ~32w) 
The full transformations from the non-dimensionalized physical flow to the case being solved 
numerically here are listed as follows 
(U, V, W, P) N Re-1 ~2 u, v, w, Re-1~2p ~ Re-1~2 uh -{- u, vh -{- 2l, 2vh -}- w, Re -1 ~2 ph -}- p 
(U, V, W, P) ti Re—~~2 uh, vh, wh, .Re-1 ~2ph -I- Re-1 ~2 ic, v, w, Re-1  ~21j 
(U V W P) ^~ Re-1  ~2 uh vh wh Re-1  ~2p~ -I- A-2Re-1/2 u v w A3~2Re-1  ~2p 
(X, V, Z) ~ Re-1/2 (x, g~ z) ^' A—s/2-Re-1/2 (~~ ~l ~ ~~) 
(4.19) 
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Boundary conditions need to be specified in order to solve this system. A simplified zero 
slope condition is used for the ~ component farfield domain and the perturbations are set to 
zero at the vertical .farfield. 
u~ ~—~~ ~7~ = 0 
v~ ~—~~ ~J) = 0 
u (~, oo) 0 
r~ ~ oo ~ v ~~~ ~) 
~. 
p ~~~ ~) ~ 
(420) 
The boundary conditions on the surface of the wall correspond to the no-slip condition. 
For the pressure boundary condition, consider the ~7 momentum equation at ~ = 0 
vt + ~F'v~ = Fv,~ — F'v = —p,~ -~ (v~~ -~ v,~~ — ~32v~ (4.21) 
Substituting the no-slip condition and the known boundary values of F produces the following 
equation on ~ = 0 
(4.22) 
Using this relation as the boundary condition for pressure, the boundary conditions at the 
wall are given by 
u (~, o) = o 
v (~, o) = o 
p~ (~, o) = v~~ (~, o) 
(4.23) 
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4.1.3 Numerical Solution of the Perturbation Flow 
The transformed stagnation region equations axe 
u~ + v~ -I- i,Qw = 0 
ut + ~F~u~ + F,~u — Fic,~ + ~F,~,~v = —p~ + u~~ + u~~ — /3~u 
vt + ~F,~v~ — Fv,~ — Fnv = —p,~ + v~~ + v~,~ — ~32v 
wt + ~F,~w~ — Fw,~ _ —i/3p -I- w~~ + w,~,~ — ~32w 
Solution of the continuity equation for w, 
w =  ~ (u~ -F v,~) (425) 
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and substitution into the ~'-momentum equation removes the ~'-component of the velocity field 
from the equation. After simplification, this yields 
(424) 
(u~ + v~)t + ~F~ (u~ + v,~)~ — F (u~ + v~)~ _ —,Q2 ~p + (u~ -I- v,~)] + (u~ + v,~)~~ + (u~ + v~),~~ 
(426) 
(4.26) gives an equation for p in terms of u and v. However, the (u~ + v,~)t term causes dif-
ficulty when solving this equation directly. Consider the other momentum equations to remove 
the unsteady terms in this equation. The derivative with respect to ~ of the ~-momentum is 
u~t = —F,~u~ — ~F~u~~ — F,~u~ + Fu~,~ — F,~,~v — ~F,~,~v~ — p~~ + u~~~ + u~,~,~ — ~32u~ (427) 
The derivative with respect to r~ of the r~-momentum equation gives 
v,~t = —~F,~~v~ — ~F,~v~~ + F,~v,~ + Fv,~,~ + F,~,~v + F~v,~ — p,~~ + v~~~ + v,~,~~ — ~32v,~ 
Summing equations (4.27 and (4.28) yields 
(u~ + v,~)t = —F,~u~ — ~F,~u~~ — F,~u~ + Fu~,~ — F,~,~v — ~F,~,~vg — pg~ + u~~~ + u~,~,~ 
—~32u~ — ~F,~~v~ — ~F,~v~~ + 2F,~v,~ + Fv~,~ + F,~,~v — p~~ + v~~,~ + vn,~,~ — ~32v,~ 
Substituting this equation into (4.26), expanding the derivatives and combining similar terms 
(428) 
(4.29) 
gives 
— (F~u~ + F,~u~) — (~F,~,~vg + ~F,~~v~) + 2F,~v,~ + (F~~v — F,~,~v) + (~Fnu~~ — ~F,~u~~) + (v~~,~ — v~~,~) 
+ (v,~,~,~ — v,~~,~) + (u~g~ — ug~~) + (u~,~,~ — u~,~~) + (~'F,~v~~ — ~F,~v~,~) + (Fv,~,~ — Fv,~~) + (Fu~~ — Fu~,~~ 
— —a 2p +pfd + p~~n + ~/~2 ~u~ + v~) — l~2 ~u~ + v~)~ 
(4.30) 
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This equation simplifies to 
~2p — ~ = 2F,~ (v,~ — u~) — 2~F,~,~v~ (4.31) 
This is an equation for p in terms of u and v. The ~ .and ~ momentum equations only 
involve u, v and p. However., there is still a 3D effect due to- the ~ appearing in the viscous 
terms. Taking second order differences for the ~streamwise farfield derivatives, the boundary 
conditions for a discrete mxn mesh are given by. 
—~ — 00 
u1,j 
_ 4- 1-
- 3 u2 ~j — 3 u3 ~j 
~ = 4 — 1 v~ ~j 3 v2~j 3 v3~j 
p1, j — 3.p2, j 3 ~3,j 
_4- 1-
um~j — 3 um-I, j 3 um-2, j 
_ 4- 1-
vm~j — 3vm-1, j 3vm-2, j 
_ 4- 1-
pm,j — 3pm-1,j 3pm-2,j 
with boundary conditions on the vertical boundaries given as 
-~ 00 
~=o~ 
and the pressure is defined by the equation 
=0 
212,n = 0 
l pZ,n = 0 
u2,1 = 0 
v2,1 = 0 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
From the conservation of mass and the no slip condition, 
u~ (~, o) + v,, (~, o) — ZQw (~, o) = o ~ v,, (~, o) = o (4.35) 
Writing this using a 3''d order difference with a "fictitious" point below the wall surface and 
remembering the boundary condition v2,1 = 0 yields 
2v2,o 3v2,~ -I- 6v2,2 — vz,3 = 0 ~ v ~ :_ 3v ~ — 1  v 
0 
2,0 z,2 2 z,3 (4.36) 
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Now writing the equation for pressure in a discrete form 
-3 2,1 - I-  4 pz,2 - 1'2,3 v2, 2 - 2v2,1 -}- 6v2,o 
20r~ (0~)2
and substituting in for the "fictitious" point gives a discrete value for the wall pressure 
4 _ 1 _ gv2,2 — v2,3 
p2,1 = — 3.p2,2 -~- 3 p2,3 30 
(4.37) 
4.38) 
4.1.4 Numerical Solution Method 
1. Specify the initial un,vn velocity field at the nth time level. 
2. Solve for p~ field. from the Poisson equation using Gauss-Seidel iteration with successive 
over-relaxation (SOR). 
~ 2pn — ~2.pn = 2F vn — u n — 2~F~~vn ~ ~ ~ ~ (4.39) 
3. Using the p-n field, advance the velocity fields in time using the ~ and ~ momentum 
equations 
ut = —~F~u~ — F,~u + Fu,~ — ~F~,~v — p~ + u~~ + u,~~ — ~32u 
(4.40) 
vt = —~F,~v~ -I- Fv,~ + F,~v — p,~ -~ v~~ -~ v~,~ — ~32v 
and a 2nd order, two stage TVD Runge-Kutta scheme given by 
u~l~ = un + Ot [—~F~u~ —Faun -I- Fug — ~Fn~vn — p~ ~- u~~ + u~~ — /32un] 
41~1 ~ = 4Jn -I- Ot [—~F~v~ ~- Fv~ -~ F~v"` — p~ -i- v~~ -I- v,~,~ — /32vn] (4.41) 
p 2p(1) _ ~32p(1) — 2F,~ (v~l~ — u~l>> — 2~F~~v(1) 
u(n+i) = 2 {u~l~ + un + Ot [—~F,~u~l~ — F~u~l~ + Fu~l~ — ~F,~,~v~l~ — p~l~ + u~~~ + u~,~ — ,62u~1>~ 
v("`+1) = 2 {v~l~ + vn + ~t [—~F,~v~l~ + Fv~l~ + F~v~l~ — p~l~ + v~~~ + v~,~ — /32v~1>] } 
~2p(n+~) — ~ 2p (n~l) = 2F vn+1 — un+~ — 2~F vn+1~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
(4.42) 
4. Update variables to the new, (n -}- 1), time level. 
5. Repeat .steps 2, 3 & 4. 
Note: In this :solution, the wall velocities are held fixed., i.e. u2,1 = v2,1 = 0 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 
5.1 Grid Domain Independence 
Figures 5.1 and. 5.2 show the results of numerical simulations where the farfield locations are 
varied in the ~ and ~ coordinate directions, respectively, to verify grid domain independence. 
The values for the farfield locations and grid spacing are shown in Table 5.1. The plots, 5.1 
and 5.2, show streamfunction, ~, vs. ~ at a ~ = 1.00 location and at time t = 0.40, with 
Ot = 0.01, 0~ = 0.100 and 0~ = 0.050. 
Case ~ min max Amin Amax 0~ 0~ 
Case 01 -30 30 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 02 -25 25 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 03 -20 20 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 04 -15 15 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 05 -10 10 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 06 -15 15 0 20 0.10 0.05 
Case 07 -15 15 0 15 0.10 0.05 
Case 08 -15 15 0 12 0.10 0.05 
Case 09 -15 15 0 10 0.10 0.05 
Case 10 -15 15 0 8 0.10 0.05 
Table 5.1 t = 0.40, ~ = 1.00 and Ot = 0.01. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the ~-coordinate farfield does not have a significant impact 
on the solution convergence.. In the main region of the flow, all of the solutions match nicely. 
At the upper boundary, there is a slight variation in the solutions,, but for all cases where the 
max is .greater than 10, the solutions all basically lie right on top of each .other. However, 
as shown in Figure 5.2, the r~-coordinate farfield does have an impact on the solution; mainly 
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near the upper boundary. This indicates that grid stretching is likely required in the direction 
normal to the wall to place the upper boundarysufficiently far from the wall. However, it 
should be noted that in the main region of the flow and in the boundary layer, the solutions 
all agree nicely. In Figure 5.3, the number of iterations required for each physical time step is 
shown for each case to convey a measure of the efficiency of the code. Notice that the number 
of iterations required for each physical time step can vary from a low of 1400 at long times to 
a high of 280 early in the calculations. 
5.2 Grid Spacing Independence 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the results of numerical simulations where the grid spacing is 
varied to verify grid independence. The values for the farfield locations and 0~ and 0~ are 
shown in Table 5.2. The values for 0~ vary from 0.200 -~ 0.050 and the values for 0~ vary 
from 0.100 —~ 0.025; both are varied by a factor of 4 to confirm grid independence. The plots, 
5.4 and 5.5, show streamfunction, ~ vs. ~ and vorticity, SZ vs. ~ at a ~ = 1.00 location and at 
time t = 0.40, with Ot = 0.01. 
Case # min max rjmin Amax 0~ 0~ 
Case 11 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.100 
Case 12 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.050 
Case 13 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.025 
Case 14 -15 15 0 10 0.200 0.025 
Case 15 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.100 
Case 16 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.050 
Case 17 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.025 
Case 18 -15 15 0 10 0.200 0.050 
Table 5.2 t = 0.40, ~ = 1.00 and Ot = 0.01. 
As can be seen from Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the numerical solution is converging to the same 
solution as the grid spacing tends to zero. In Figure 5.6, the number of iterations required for 
each physical time step is shown for each case to convey a basic measure for the efficiency of 
the code and to show that convergence in pseudo-time is dependent upon the .grid spacing. The 
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general trend is that increasing the number of grid points increases the number of iterations 
required within each physical time ,step. 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show further results of numerical simulations where the grid spacing is 
varied to verify grid independence. The values for the farfield locations and 0~ and 0~ are 
shown in Table 5.3. The values for 0~ vary from 0.100 -~ 0.025 and the values for 0~ vary 
from 0.050 —~ 0.020; varying by a factor of 4 and a factor of 2.5, respectively, to further confirm 
grid independence. The plots, 5.7 and 5.8, show streamfunction, ~ vs. ~ and vorticity, SZ vs. 
~ at a ~ = 1.00 location and at time, t = 0.040, with Ot = 0.001. 
Case ~ min max Amin Amax 0~ 07~ 
Case 19 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.050 
Case 20 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.025 
Case 21 -15 15 0 10 0.100 0.020 
Case 23 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.050 
Case 24 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.025 
Case 25 -15 15 0 10 0.050 0.020 
Case 27 -15 15 0 10 0.025 0.050 
Case 28 -15 15 0 10 0.025 0.025 
Case 29 -15 15 0 10 0.025 0.020 
Table 5.3 . t = 0.040, ~ = 1.00, and Ot = 0.001. 
Again, the numerical solution is converging to the same solution as the grid spacing tends 
to zero. In Figure 5.9, the number of iterations required for each physical time step is shown 
for each case.., again, to display the efficiency of the code and show that convergence in pseudo-
time is grid dependent. For this particular set of calculations, changing the number of grid 
points does not have an overly large effect on the number of iterations required within each 
time level. 
5.3 Numerical Simulations 
In Figure 5.10, the time .history of the perturbation vorticity on the surface is shown for 
the 2D streamfunction-vorticity formulation. Here Ot ~— 0..01, 0~ = 0.100 and 0~ = 0.050. 
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The perturbation .surface vorticity can be seen to grow initially up to a time of around t = 0.6 
and then decay. This initial growth can be explained by remembering that the disturbance is 
moving toward the wall as it is decaying. As the disturbance moves toward the wall this causes 
an increase in the surface vorticity due to the proximity of the disturbance to the wall, even 
though the disturbance itself is decaying in time. In Figure 5..11, a longer time history is shown 
which displays the same surface vorticity perturbation, but over the time from t = 0.6 -~ 3. 
In this figure, the vorticity perturbation on the surface can be seen to decay nearly to zero. 
In Figure 5.12, the result of numerical simulations for the 3D primitive variable numerical 
solution is shown. This plot shows u vs. ~ at ~ = 1.00 location, with Ot = 0.0005, 0~ = 0.100 
and 0~ = 0.050. In this case, ,C3 = 0 and the solution is for t = 0 —~ 1.0. The plot shows the 
disturbance decaying at it is convecting down toward the wall. 
Figure 5.13 .shows a comparison between the time histories of the 2D formulation and the 
3D formulation with ,C3 = 0. The 2D and 3D simulations match quite well throughout their time 
histories. In this case 0~ = 0.100, L~r~ = 0.050, Ot = 0.01 for the 2D case, and L~ = 0.0005 
for the 3D case. 
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show contour plots of the time histories of u and v using the two-
dimensional streamfunction-vorticity formulation to a time oft = 1.0, while Figures 5.17 and 
5.1 S show time histories of the numerical simulation of u and v using the three-dimensional 
primitive variable formulation to a time oft = 1.0. Figures .5.19 through 5.23 show the 
time histories for simulations using the three-dimensional code for non-zero values of ,C3. For 
all of the values of ~3, u is displayed for consistency between figures. However, plots for v 
and p are also shown for the case of ,~ = 0.6 in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. Of main interest in 
these cases is the much higher decay rate of the cases with increasing values of ~3. The two-
-dimensional disturbance and the three-dimensional disturbance with ~ = 0 are nearly identical 
in appearance and are clearly the slowest in decaying (see Figures 5.15 and 5.17) . The three-
dimensional disturbances in Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.23 are seen to decay at a much faster rate 
as ~ increases. The initial disturbance for these simulations is a perturbation streamfunction 
27 
of the form 
~=Ae  o (5.1) 
where A = 0.5 and ®= 1. For the simulations with initial perturbation that is symmetric 
about the stagnation line, Flo = 4 and ~o = 0, i.e., the initial perturbation takes the form 
(~~J
-4 )2
+~~)~) 
~ = 0.5e 1 (5.2) 
The contours show interesting behavior as the disturbance propagates through the domain; 
three-dimensional disturbances are seen to decay much faster than two-dimensional ones, and 
multiple "cells" form as the disturbance spreads. 
Figure 5.14 shows more quantitatively the effect that ,Q has on the rate of decay of the 
perturbation. In this figure, u is shown vs. ~ at ~ = 1.00 and at time t = 1.0 for various 
values of ,Q. It is clear that ,(3 causes significant variations in the rate at which the perturbation 
decays. Specifically, three-dimensional disturbances decay much faster than two-dimensional 
ones. The ,~3 = 0 case has decayed the least, and the ,Q = 5.0 case has decayed to nearly zero 
throughout the field in the same time. 
Figure 5.24 shows the time history for a simulation where the initial disturbance is not 
symmetric about the stagnation line. For this case, ~o = 3 and ~o = 1, i.e., the initial 
perturbation takes the form 
(~~-3 )2-{- ~~ -1 ) 2 ) 
~ = 0.5e  1 (5.3) 
In this case, the asymmetry is seen to cause uneven development about the stagnation line as 
might be expected. 
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Figure 5.15 Contour Time History of 2D Code For u With Initial Condi-
tions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.16 Contour Time History of 2D Code For v With Initial Condi-
tions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.17 Contour Time History of 3D Code For u With ,Q = 0 And 
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Figure 5.18 Contour Time History of 3D Code For v With ,Q = 0 And 
Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.19 Contour Time History of 3D Code For u With ~ = 0.3 And 
Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.20 Contour Time History of 3D Code For u With ,Q = 0.6 And 
Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.21 Contour Time History of 3D Code For v With ~ = 0.6 And 
Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.22 Contour Time History of 3D Code For p With ,Q = 0.6 And 
Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.24 Contour Time History of 3D Code For u With ,C3 = 1.0 And 
Non-Symmetric Initial Conditions As Given In Equation (5.3). 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Two methods were developed which can be adapted for use in further studies considering 
more complex multi-phase stagnation flows for aircraft icing applications. The two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional formulations have both been tested for grid independence, as well as 
cross-checked with each other. It has been determined that grid stretching in the direction 
normal to the wall should be implemented in future studies to ensure grid domain independence. 
The results obtained are qualitatively consistent with some of the claims made throughout 
the literature regarding the stability of stagnation point flow. The perturbations decay in time 
as they are stretched by the base flow. It has also been determined that three-dimensional 
disturbances decay at a faster rate than two-dimensional disturbances. 
It has been suggested that an unstable mode may be generated by placing a perturbation 
which is orders of magnitude wider in the stream wise direction than in the vertical direc-
tion. That situation has not been investigated, but should be considered in the future. Grid 
stretching in the streamwise direction would likely be necessary to make such a computation 
feasible. 
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APPENDIX A. HIEMENZ SOLUTION FORMULATION 
The nondimensionalized inviscid flow near a wall, where x is the coordinate direction along 
the wall and y is the coordinate direction perpendicular to the wall, is given by the stream-
function 
~inv. = Axy 
The velocity components of this flow are 
Uinv. = Ax 
Vinv. _ —Ay 
In order to consider a viscous flow, define the streamfunction using a function f (y) 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
~ = Ax f (y) (A.3) 
This streamfunction yields the velocity components 
U=Axf'(y) 
(A.4) 
V = —A f (y) 
Substituting this definition of the streamfunction into the vorticity transport equation given 
by equation (3.6) and removing Reynolds number and stagnation point strength, A, from the 
equations using the transformations 
f = A1~ZF 
results in the Hiemenz equation 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
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with boundary conditions 
F(0) = 0 
F,~(r~~oo)=1 
To separate the equation into a system of two equations, these equations are rewritten 
using 
F'~ (~l) = R (~) (A.8) 
This transformation gives 
(A.9) 
with the boundary conditions 
S,~+R=O 
S (0) = 0 
R (0) = 0 (A.10) 
A general non-linear term nm is Newton linearized as follows 
nm '"  n 9m 9 + (On) ((nm)9)n + (Om) ((nm)g),.,z
nm^='n9m9 +(n-n 9)m9 +(m-m 9)n9
nm '_" n9m9 +nm9 -n 9m9 +n9m -n 9m9
nm "' nm9 +n9m -n 9m9
Following this linearization, the system of equations (A.9) is given by 
(A.11) 
R,~,~—SRS—S9R,~+S9R9~+1-2RR9 +(R9)2 =0 
(A.12) 
S,~+R=O 
Using central differences, the above equation may be written as a tri-diagonal system of equa-
tions 
C ( ~)2 + ~~~ Rj-1 + ~ ~(  2R9) Rj + { ( ~)2 + ao~) Rj+~ + ~—R~) Sj = —S9R~ — 1 — (Rs)2 
C2~~) Sj-f-1 + (20~) Sj-1 + (1) Rj = O 
(A.13) 
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with the boundary conditions 
At the top boundary 
R(0) = 0 
S(0) = 0 
R(~~oo)=1 
S~(r~~oo)=—R(r~~oo)=0 
(A.14) 
s n-sn-~ _ —R (~ ~ oo) _ —1 (A.15) o~ 
sn-sn-1 =-0~ 
The above equations provide all of the necessary details to solve this system using a block 
tri-diagonal solver, as described above starting with equation (3.35). 
Solution Matrices 
R 
Ajfj-1 + Bjfj + Cjfj+1 = Dj, .~ _ (A.16) 
S 
- -j 
2 + (Orl) S9 0 2 — (~~l) S9 0
Aj = , Cj = 
0 1 0 1 
j 
(A.17) 
—4 — 4 (O~l)2 R9 —2 (~~)2 R~ 
Bj = 
2 (Ord) 0 
_j 
-2 (0?~)2 I S 9F~ + 1 + (R9)2 I 
Dj = (A.18) 
0 
7 
The upper boundary is given by 
1 0 R 0 0 R 1 
(A.19) 
0 1 S 0 —1 S —Ord 
where 
-n - - n-1 
0 0 1 
a = b= c = (A.20) 
0 —1 —Ord 
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This gives 
1 0 
—i 
0 0 0 0 
R n =-
0 1 0 —1 0 1 
Sn = 
1 0 
~, 
0 1 
1 
—0~ 
1 
—0~ 
R2,.7 = — ~8 2,~ + C2,,7 R2,.7+1 ] —1 A2,.7 
'5 2,.7 — [82,~ + ~'Z,jR2,j+l~-1 r—c2,7 S2,.7+i + D2,~~ 
The lower boundary condition is given by 
Where 
This gives 
h=l 
1 0 V 0 V 0 
0 1 F 0 F 0 
i 2 
1 0 0 0 0 
a = b = c = 
0 1 0 0 0 
- —1 - - —i 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
R2 S2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
using this, the rest of the field can be solved by 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
0 
0 
(A.25) 
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Results obtained using this methodology are displayed below with lines. For comparison, 
the results found in Panton [33] are displayed with circle data points along each curve. It can 
be seen, by considering the plot of F', that the boundary layer thickness, Sb.i. is approximately 
3. 
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Figure A.1 Numerical Hiemenz Solution With Data Points, o, From Pan-
ton [33] 
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APPENDIX B. 2D FORMULATION DETAILS 
Inverting in ~ at ~ =constant 
B i,j 
Ai,j fi,j-1  + B i~j fi>j + ~'i,j fi,j+l  — D i,j ~ fi,j = 
- (Fnzl~ i,j 
2(0 r1) 
-1 
(0 r/)2
(DT) + (OT) + (p~)2
1 
~ Ci,j = 
2 
+ 
(~~J)2 
i, j 
—1 —(Fn)i,j 
( 97)2 + 2(~r7) 
(OT) + (0 ~)2 + (0 7)2 - 
2529. 252n . S2'.'' -252n .~-52n z+l,j z-1,j SZn . -
/
2S2n .+52n z>7-~-1 z,j-1 + 
(0'T) + (~T) + (0~)2 Di,j 22~I9 . 
1097)2 
i,~ 
_~ (t:r) 
(oz) 
~n - fin n n 
z~-1,j i-1,j  n ~i-{-1,j - ~i-1,j 
i,j 2(0~) + ~ ~F~~~~i,j 2(0~) 
_ C/ n n ~n - fin Fn 1 ~i>j+l - ~i,?-1 + I.~'n z>7+1 i,j-1 
0 
1 ~(F'i )i,j n+1 - S( F ~7T1~7)i >j %n+1 
i-1,j 
1 -~(F~ )i>j n-~l ~(Fziz)zI)i,j ,,/'n+1 
(0~)2 + 2(0~) ~i-f-1,j + 2(p~) `~'i-~l,j 
1 n-{--1 1 n~--1 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
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The upper boundary is given by 
1 0 
where 
This gives 
0 1 
ai = 
1 0 
0 1 
i,n - 
1 0 
0 1 
-1 - 
0 
0 —1 
0 0 
~ bi = 
- _ — ~. - 
1 0 
0 1 
0 
—1 
0 0 
SZ 
- i,n-1 
ci = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 —1 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
Ri ~~ - ~Bi ~~ -}- ~' i ~~ Ri, j --~ 1 ~ 
-1 Az ~~ 
S i~~ - [Bi~~ -}- ~'i~~R i~.~+1~
-1 
~ c i~~~i~~+1 + Di~~~ 
The lower boundary in this case is 
where 
This gives 
f i, 
1 0 
0 1 
ai = 
1 0 
0 1 
~ -2 
0~2 
0 0 
i,1 - - 
-2 ,. — 0 0~2 
b2 — 
1 -0 0 
+ ~ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 
Ri,2 
using this, the rest of the field can be solved by 
0 
0 
i,2 
ci = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~ -2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
Si,2 
~8.4~ 
(B,5) 
~8.7~ 
J Z~j - R Z~j ~z~j -1  T  S Z~j (B.11) 
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Inverting in ~ at r~ =constant 
AZ,j = 
.DZ, j
AZ~j ~i-1 ~j + $ z~j ~i~j + C i~j ~2+1,j — D z~j ~ ~ — 
Fn Fn 
(p~)2 + 2(p~) 2(p~) 
BZ~j — 
-~ 
0 
-12 
(p~) - 
~ Ci, j = 
pT + (pT +  p 2 + p 2 
1 
(p~)2 + 2(p~) 2(p~) 
0 —12 (p~) - 
0 
2SZg,~ + 2SZi,~ + ~ +~, j  -2SZ2 ~ + ~ 2  1,3 + X2.7+1-25Zi ,j -~"~i 3 -1 
(pT} (pT) (p~)~ (p~l)2
2 
_ (pT) 
F n ~ -E-1,j ~i--1,,? ~.~'n ~ -I-1,~ - ~ 2  l~~ ~ i 2(p~) + ~ ~~7~ i 2(p~) ~~ ~~ 
-~ 
-F-
~-
s 
0 
F n ~ ~-I-1- ~ j-1  ~ T,~n ~ j-}-1- ~ j-1 
~~ 2 2(p~) 
( )2,~ 2(p~) ~~ 
0 
1 
2 (p~) 
1 
2 
(p~)) 
n 
.+. — F  i,~ ~n--~1
2(p~) Z~j-1
0 
n n 
2 (p~) i, j -}-1 2 (pal) 
-~.  
(F~~)i,~ 
+ 2 (p~) 
1 
2 
~n-}-11 +  1 2 ~ n-I-1
The right boundary condition in .this case is 
where 
1 0 
0 1 
CL j = 
- m, j 
1 0 
0 1 
bj = 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
_n+~ 
~i, j -1 
- n-I-1 
~z ~j -I-1
m-1,j 
, Cj = 
0 
0 
0 
(B.12) 
(B.14) 
(B.15) 
~s.is) 
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This gives 
Rm~j = - 
1 0 
0 1 
S m~j - 
0 
0 —1 
- -1 - 
1 0 
0 1 0 
—1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 
0 
_ _ -1 
S z~j - [BZ~j -}- Cz~j-RZ+l~j~-1  ~ cz~j sz+l,j + Dz~j~ 
The left boundary condition is given by 
uwhere 
This gives 
J l,j - 
1 0 S~ 
0 1 
1 0 
CL j 
1 0 
0 1 
-~ 
0 1 
1, j 
—1 0 
0 —1 
bj = 
R2~ 
using this,. the rest of the field can be solved by 
2, j 
, Cj = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 0 
0 
1 0 
0 1 
S2 ~j 
X8.18) 
~B.1s) 
~B.2o) 
(B21) 
(B22) 
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